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resultant, the equations (4) may be put into a more convenient form. Since F = 0, the first of those equations reduces to
R ( - <nas 4- £03) = -
also, by (2)                              0 = - K^ +
Subtracting the squares, we have
& ( - 1703 + £a2)2 = (&32 - c22) (KJ - Kf).
Let us seek the intersection of the single resultant with the plane of %y, putting therefore £=0, the two first of equations (4) become
E*a* v? *•* = <* - K>      R*a* ft = c* ...... (6>
n.% — ii2                               -*i3
A straight line drawn through the point thus determined parallel to the force E is the single resultant.
Adding these equations together and remembering that
&2   I    /v 2 _ 1         x» 2 _ s* 2    I    n 3
3   -T U-3   — 1 — C-3   — • GI   -T GZ ,
772                £2         1
we have, after division by a32,        JfTTjf a + ^1 = J^ ......... (7)-
This is the equation of a focal conic, Art. 36. The single resultant therefore intersects the focal conic in the plane of %y. In the same way, it intersects that in the plane of ocz. We thus arrive at a theorem due to Minding, viz. that when the body is so placed that the forces are equivalent to a single resultant, the line of action of that resultant is a focal line. A fuller consideration of this mode of proof and of Minding's theorem will be found a little further on.
An apparent exception arises when either a.^=0 or a._> = 0.    Supposing that a3=0 the equations (3) become         Ra£=z -JK^asclt    Ea^^K^a^. Since - c2 = a-J)3 - a.^ , we have          T = K 3&3 - JT2c2 = (K3 + !£,%) &3 = 0.
Thus either £>3=0 or J£g + !f2&i==0. Joining the former to T = 0, we have c2=0. The latter is impossible if JT3 is greater than Jf2 ; if K9 is less than Jf2 the focal conic (7) is a hyperbola and the single resultant is parallel to an asymptote. Thus in both cases the single resultant intersects the focal conic.
Ex. 1.   Show that the single resultant intersects the plane of the imaginary focal
conic in the conic                ~     ---
---T, = -™(— 5 - 1 ) AV     -B- \V      /
This conic is fixed in the body when aa is given.
Ex. 2.    Show that the circular cylinder (5) intersects the plane of xy in the conic whose equation is
* + JT8 V-
45. The direction of the principal force R, and a point |, 77, f on a generator of the circular cylinder being given referred to the principal axes of the body, it is required to find the couple-moment about that generator when the body is so placed that the generator is a Poinsot's axis.

